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Good day,
Our bulletin header shows a beautiful area on Poe
Creek State Forest just off Highway 11 in Pickens
County. I encourage you to visit this spot when
you get a chance. It is highly used by the public,
especially during the warmer months, as a natural
water slide. Though our State Forests may not be
as well known as public outdoor recreation sites
provided by SC PRT and DNR, they are unique
and remarkable and highly used by the public
for just about all types of outdoor recreation, e.g.
hunting, fishing, hiking, biking, photography, and
much more.
State Forests provide recreation and
scenic beauty while also producing
forest products and providing revenue
to fully fund the State Forest system
and also help support the state’s
school system. Twenty-five percent
of all revenue produced from state
forest lands is given to the school
systems within the counties where the
revenue is produced. This month, the

Commission is distributing checks to
11 counties for a total of $481,464.
The total amount distributed to SC
county schools has been as high $1
million in a single year.
The State Forests are a small portion
(94,000 acres) of the state’s forest land,
which covers 13 million forested acres
or 67% of the state. And, this does not
include the urban and community trees
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and forests that are present on most of
the remaining acres of South Carolina
that is not in agricultural production.
So, our state’s 19.4 million acres of land
is covered predominantly in some type
of forest.
Forest land is just one attribute of
what we affectionately call the state’s
“Ideal Industry,” our forest industry.
The industry includes the land and
its owners, vendors that provide
supplies and services, loggers, truckers,
and manufacturing and its many
employees. The industry provides huge
economic benefits, cares for the natural
environment, and fulfills society’s needs
for outdoor experiences.
Next month, the Commission and the
SC Forestry Association will be hosting
a 20/15 Project Forestry Summit to
document our progress in growing

Long Shoals Wayside Park on Poe Creek is a very popular place for summertime recreation in the Upstate.

the industry from a $17.4 billion
economic impact to $20 billion by the
end of 2015. The Summit will provide
a status report on the industry and an
opportunity to determine any action
that needs to be taken to help forestry
continue to grow.
As a lifetime lover of the outdoors and a
career forester, I am blessed to be a part

of South Carolina’s “Ideal Industry,” and
I hope you feel the same way.
Best regards,

Forest products are among the many benefits of trees.

State Forester Gene Kodama addresses educators during the Teachers’ Tour. See more on pages 7-8.

On the Cover
This issue’s cover features the beautiful landscape at
Long Shoals Wayside Park on Poe Creek State Forest.
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Employee News

New Employees

Caught In the Act

We would like to welcome Xavier Lowe-Richburg to the
agency. Xavier joined the IT staff in Columbia July 2 as an
IT Technician III. He attended Claflin University and was an
intern at Santee Cooper and the SC Department of Insurance
before joining our agency. Xavier lives in Columbia where he
spends his free time coaching AAU Basketball and playing his
saxophone. Welcome Xavier!
Xavier Lowe-Richburg

EMPLOYEE NEWS
Eric West has been named the new Pee Dee Region BMP Forester. Eric began July
17 and will work out of the Mullins office. Eric was previously the project forester
for Horry and Marion Counties.
Several employees retired from the agency this past month. Piedmont Forestry
Technician I Kenny Mullis retired July 31 after fighting wildfires over 17 years
(See what Kenny is up to on page 8.). Coastal Dispatcher Johnnie Axson retired
July 30 after serving the state for almost 30 years. We wish them both the best in
retirement.
Environmental Education Coordinator Stephanie Kolok was set to resign July 10
and move to Alabama with her husband, but plans have changed. Her husband was
reassigned to Shaw AFB, and Stephanie will remain with the agency.
Evan Sullivan resigned his position as Forestry Technician II at Manchester State
Forest July 10 and Santee Unit Project Forester Tony Artman resigned July 31.
On a very sad note, Pee Dee Dispatcher Sarah Harrison passed away July 7. Sarah
worked as a temporary dispatcher for four years before becoming full-time in 2013.
She will be missed.

Piedmont Forestry Technician I Clay Cooper sent in this
photo from the Saluda Sentinel in 1998 featuring
then-Ranger Tony Ashley and Forestry Technician I
Sammy Connelly as the furry guy.

Piedmont Office Looks a Little “Thinner”
Piedmont Dispatcher Tracy Fulmer sent these photos of pine plantation
thinning adjacent to the Piedmont Regional Office July 1.

Education Coordinator Stephanie Kolok stands in
front of the biggest Sassafras tree in the nation. It is
registered on the National Registry of Champion Trees
standing 58 feet tall and has a crown circumference of
278 feet. Stephanie saw this Sassafras albidum
located in Owensboro, KY on her recent vacation.
http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/sassafrassassafras-albidum-3/
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Pee Dee Region Communications System Upgrades
Taking advantage of federal grant
funds, the agency is making upgrades
and needed repairs to its statewide,
VHF two-way communications system.
Work was recently completed at two
communication sites in the Pee Dee
Region.

Florence Communications
Tower
According to agency annual reports and
federal tower registration records, the
Florence communications tower at the
Pee Dee Regional Office Complex was
erected around May 1963. It was one of

eight radio towers constructed that fiscal
year. The value of those eight towers
was listed at $20,400.
This communications tower became a
critical communications link between
Pee Dee Region repeaters used by
field personnel when regional dispatch
centers were established in 1996. Over
the years, one of the guy cables cement
anchors began pulling up from the
ground. When funds became available
recently, this tower was a high priority
to have new anchors and guy cables
installed.

Technology
- Jeff Baumann

The old anchor plate was designed for only four guy
cables. The fifth guy cable was connected with a
U-bolt to the U-bolt in the 1st hole.

The Florence Communications Tower (with new anchor point, guy cables and turnbuckles in foreground) is a critical
communications link between Pee Dee Region repeaters and radio channels used by field personnel and the dispatch
centers.
August 2015

Old guy cables were connected to anchors with only a
crimp connection
(continued next page)
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Pee Dee Communications Upgrades (continued)
In addition to a loose anchor point, the
end points used between the guy cables
and anchors no longer met current
guidelines. The old system used a bentbolt design; 5 guy cables attached to a
4-hole anchor plate; cables held to the
anchors with only a crimp connection;
and some anchor plates partially below
the ground. Some of the anchor plates
looked like they may have been rewelded over time from previous damage.
All these issues were corrected with
the recent installation of new ground
anchors and guy cables.

Wallace Repeater coverage analysis with realignment of new antenna shown in red, yellow, and green. A 30 mile
range is anticipated, but field test is showing good coverage 40 miles away in Florence. This upgrade has improved
radio coverage south of Bennettsville; into western Dillon County; and the Clio, Blenheim and Brownsville areas.

A new cement anchor with a five-hole anchor plate
well above ground level holds the guy wires according
to current engineering specifications for the 240 ft.
tower.

the greatest impact in increase signal
coverage area. The new antenna at
Wallace was also realigned to improve
coverage towards Bennettsville and
western Dillon County.

Wallace Repeater
The majority of the agency’s VHF
repeater sites were installed in the early
1990s just before the fire towers were
closed down and area dispatch centers
opened. The antennas and cables
have been exposed to almost 25 years
of weathering and decay. Over time,
this has the greatest impact in signal
reception, especially from mobile units
in the field.
In addition to installing a new antenna,
the cable was changed out from a ½”diameter to a 7/8”-diameter cable. This
will greatly reduce signal loss between
the antenna and repeater and have
5

Fiscal Year 2016 Upgrades
A new antenna and cable for the
Andrews Repeater have been ordered.
The new antenna will be realigned on
the eastern side of the tower to improve
coverage into Georgetown and South
Island.
Mike Thomas is acquiring quotes for
new antennas and cables for the Neeses
and Cottageville repeaters; and for
the control stations at the Lodge and
Cottageville tower sites that link other
Coastal Region repeaters to the dispatch
centers. He will also be adding an
additional antenna and cable on the
Lodge Tower for a new repeater at that
location.

Technology
- Jeff Baumann
The new antenna for the Wallace Repeater was placed
on the Wallace Fire Tower. The smaller antenna to the
left is an old fire tower radio antenna.
August 2015

Urban Staff Reaches Uptown Magazine
The SCFC Urban & Community
Forestry Program was recently featured
in the July issue of UPTOWN magazine
for municipalities.
The Municipal Association of SC
(MASC) serves the 270 incorporated
municipalities of SC (http://www.
masc.sc/about/the-association/mission).
and produces a monthly magazine
(UPTOWN) that reaches these towns
and cities with information that is
pertinent to all aspects of municipal
government.
We decided that the publication
would be a good place to put Tree City
information and how they can become
a Tree City USA. The editor also asked
if we could provide a list of “good and
bad” trees for urban settings. This is
one way to reach our audience without
spending money ,and they were very
happy to work with us!
Dena and I collaborated on the article
and provided a photo of Lois presenting
a Tree City USA flag to Camden.

Two pages in the magazine featured helpful urban information.

Urban & Community
- Lowe Sharpe

Pee Dee FIA Staff Certified
Congratulations to Logan Bell and Robert Lord (Florence FIA Foresters) for becoming certified July 22, 2015 to collect
Forest Inventory Analysis (FIA) data. All FIA employees are required by U.S. Forest Service standards to successfully pass a
certification exam with a score of 80% or higher.
After a lengthy training period, usually between four to six months, each FIA employee must
Forest Inventory
take and pass a certification exam. The certification exam consists of a mock FIA plot
& Analysis
that is used to verify if an employee can successfully demonstrate the requirements
- Byron Rominger
of collecting FIA field data. The exam is a comprehensive evaluation of the employee’s
ability to take the procedures and protocols listed in the Forest Inventory and Analysis National Core
Field Guide, with regional data add-ons, and demonstrate it in the collection of the certification exam plot. In addition, all
certified FIA employees must maintain a yearly average of 87% or higher to maintain their certification. The U.S. Forest
Service Quality Assurance/Quality Control Foresters check cruises between 8-10% of each employee’s plots collected. They are
then scored out based on acceptable tolerances assigned to each data variable. A yearly running average is maintained on each
employee.
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2015 Teachers’ Tour Enjoys Another Successful Year
Dozens of organizations spanning the
forestry community came together to
put on another successful Teachers’ Tour
in June under the auspices of the South
Carolina Forestry Foundation.
The annual South Carolina Sustainable
Forestry Teachers’ Tour program is an
intensive, seven-day environmental
education workshop and tour of forests
and forest industry around the state,
promoting the message – and promise
– of sustainable forestry to educators.
The purpose of the class is to provide
an unbiased look into the impact that
sustainable forestry has on our state’s
economy, environment and quality of

life, which equips teachers to take that
knowledge into the classroom.
Twenty-four teachers registered for
this year’s tour, the first three days of
which were held at the Environmental
Education Center at Harbison State
Forest. Participants received both
in-class and in-woods instruction
on everything from forestry skills
and sustainable forestry practices to
biodiversity and wildlife conservation.
The teachers were trained in the use
of Project Learning Tree materials
and learned from forest industry
professionals about current forest issues
and sustainable forest management
practices.

The last four days put the “tour” in the
Teacher’s Tour title. The program took
the educators to several forest product
mills, publicly and privately owned
forests, special forest heritage sites and
even a forest-harvesting operation.

Tour participant Aliasger Godhrawala (Barnwell High
School) takes a core sample while Joey Ferguson with
Resource Management Services, looks on. Joey shared
how RMS intensively manages lands for investment
purposes for their clients.

Joe Young with Low Country Forest Products explains
the whole-tree chipping harvest operation and the
logging equipment used.

Tour participant Olivia Miller (Arrows Training
Academy) reads an interpretive sign at Old Santee
Canal Park.

Participants tour the Kapstone sawmill in Summerville.

Matt Schnabel, Environmental Education Assistant
Coordinator, leads a PLT activity about renewability.

Lexington/Richland Supervisor Sam St. Louis
discusses wildland firefighting and prescribed
burning—techniques, equipment, PPE, and SC
wildfire facts.

Education
- Doug Wood
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Lorri Muir (Laurens Academy), Jennifer Storch
(Simpsonville United Methodist School), and Geraldine
Small (Lakewood Elementary) work together to
identify a tree using clue cards about leaf, bark, and
twig characteristics.
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Teachers’ Tour
(continued)

Tour participants stand in front of one of the SCFC’s
new enclosed cab fire suppression dozers.

Stephanie Kolok, Environmental Education Coordinator,
leads participants in a PLT activity called “Every Tree for
Itself” that teaches about competition between trees for
their life requirements and how forest management can
reduce competition.

The participants had the opportunity to visit Santee Cooper’s Wampee conference center on Lake Moultrie in
Pinopolis.

Nicole Cain (Colleton Prep Academy School), Dodie Clark
(Anderson Christian School), Douglas Doster (CarverEdisto Middle), and Janet Scarborough (Greer Middle
Collegiate Charter) work on their multiple-use forest
management plan for the PLT activity “400-Acre Wood.”

Tour participants during the 3-day Advanced
Environmental Education workshop portion of the tour
held at Harbison State Forest.

Mullis Named SC Conservation Commissioner of the Year
Richland Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) Chairman Kenny
Mullis has been named SC’s Commissioner of the Year by the SC Association of
Conservation Districts (SCACD). With a background in agriculture, a degree in
Agricultural Engineering from Clemson University, and many years of experience
in natural resources management and conservation, service in his local SWCD is
a natural fit. “I’ve always respected the work of Conservation Districts, so when
an opportunity to serve in the Richland District [was] presented, I was excited to
step into the role,” says Mullis. “God gave us these natural resources, and it’s our
responsibility to take care of them.” Mullis was recognized for his achievement at
the SCACD Annual Banquet and at a Richland County Council meeting.
For more information on the Richland Soil and Water Conservation District, visit:
www.rcgov.us/rswcd.
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Retiring Piedmont Forestry Technician I Kenny Mullis
with Richland County Councilwoman Joyce Dickerson.
Photo provided by Richland Soil & Water Conservation
District.
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Longleaf Academy: Longleaf 101 Provides Useful Training
Fourteen SC Forestry Commission
employees are now better equipped
to manage longleaf pine, thanks to
training provided recently by The
Longleaf Alliance. They were among
30 professionals who attended the
“Longleaf Academy: Longleaf 101”
which was held near Aiken July 14-16.
During this workshop, participants
learned about the history of longleaf
pine in the South, the stages of growth
of this unique species, the role of
fire in the longleaf pine ecosystem,
and factors to consider in managing
wildlife habitat in longleaf stands. In
addition to Longleaf Alliance staff,
speakers included Forestry Commission
employees Sand Hills State Forest
Director Brian Davis and Forest
Management Chief Russell Hubright.
To help cement the knowledge gained
in the classroom, workshop attendees
participated in field exercises and
developed recommendations for stands
of longleaf based on various landowner
objectives.
The academy was well received by
students such as Pee Dee Project
Forester Jacqueline Lintzenich, who

Sand Hills State Forest Director Brian Davis talks with the students about pinestraw production.

stated that “it was really useful, wish
I could have had that training when I
first started with SCFC!” Others said
this training was the best training since
college!
For more information on longleaf
training provided by The Longleaf
Alliance, go to: http://www.
longleafalliance.org/academy/overview.

Forest Management
- Russell Hubright

Upcoming Lexington Forest Landowner Association Meeting
The next Lexington County Forest Landowners Association meeting will be held Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2015 from 6-8 p.m. at
the Lexington Clemson Extension Office Auditorium, located at 605 West Main Street, Lexington, SC 29072.
The speaker will be Sand Hills State Forest Assistant Director Justin Smith. He will be speaking on pinestraw.
Dinner will be $5.00 per person for members and $7.00 per person for non-members.
To register, please call or e-mail Alivia at (803) 359-8515 ext. 111 or aliviag@clemson.edu by Friday, Aug. 7. Voice mail is
available after hours.

Did You Know?
Horses use facial expressions to communicate with each other.
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Pee Dee Dispatcher Dolly Crawford received her 10-year certificate and pin from Pee
Dee Dispatch Manager Bunnie Weatherford and Technology Division Director Jeff
Baumann July 24 at the Pee Dee Dispatch Center.

Pee Dee Dispatcher Michael Matthews received his 10-year certificate and pin from
Dispatch Manager Bunnie Weatherford and Technology Division Director Jeff Baumann
in Florence.

July Service Awards
Employee’s Name
Position				Location		State Service
Lloyd Mitchell		
Communications Coordinator
Pee Dee			
20 Years
Sharon Toa		Dispatcher			Coastal			10 Years
Michele Ray		
Administrative Assistant		
Taylor Nursery		
10 Years

Anyone
recognize this
football player
turned forester?

Answer: IMT/WUI Coordinator Steve Moore
August 2015
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Upcoming Workplace Screenings
A Workplace Screening is scheduled at the Forestry Commission Headquarters for Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2015 for those
employees who work in this area or employees who cannot attend another workplace screening in their work areas. This is a
wonderful screening benefit that includes a health risk appraisal, height and weight, blood pressure check, and comprehensive
blood testing. The cost of these services in a medical facility can reach $300, but will be available to you at no charge. Your
insurance will cover the cost.
Employees and retirees whose primary insurance through the state is one of the following are eligible to participate in the
screening at no cost: State Health Plan (Standard Plan) or the State Health Plan (Savings Plan). Spouses covered by eligible
employees and retirees can participate at no cost. Dependent children are not eligible and
if Medicare or Tri-care is your primary insurance, you are not eligible. Please contact
Human Resources
Allison Talbot for additional screening information and a Workplace Screening
Registration Form.
- Lynn Rivers
Below is a list of other screenings around the state.
August 2015
Greenwood Regional Screening - Location: Greenwood County Public Works Department
August 17, 2015 Register at http://www.eip.sc.gov/prevention/training/register/1317/greenwood-regional-screening
September 2015
Columbia Regional Screening - Location: Capital Center Building, located at 1201 Main Street in Columbia, SC.
September 9, 2015 Register at http://www.eip.sc.gov/prevention/training/register/1311/columbia-regional-screening
Columbia Regional Screening - Location: Capital Center Building, located at 1201 Main Street in Columbia, SC.
September 10, 2015 Register at http://www.eip.sc.gov/prevention/training/register/1312/columbia-regional-screening
October 2015
Rock Hill Regional Screening - Location: Catawba Regional Center, located at 215 Hampton Street in Rock Hill, S.C.
October 15, 2015 Register at http://www.eip.sc.gov/prevention/training/register/1314/rock-hill-regional-screening

FY 2015-2016 Employee Contribution Rates
Employee contribution rates for the South Carolina Retirement System (SCRS), State Optional Retirement Program (State
ORP) and Police Officers Retirement System (PORS) will increase effective July 1, 2015.
SCRS and State ORP contribution rates will increase from 8.0 to 8.16 percent and PORS contribution rates will increase
from 8.41 to 8.74 percent.
Please see PEBA’s retirement benefits site for further information. http://www.retirement.sc.gov/default.htm
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Edisto Unit Forestry Technician I
Vincent “David” Smith of Hampton
was recently presented with a 40-year
certificate and commemorative pin for
his four decades of outstanding service
with the South Carolina Forestry
Commission.
That eye-popping tenure might seem
unfathomable to those of younger
generations, especially considering the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
in 2014 that the median amount of
time workers spend with the same
employer is only 4.6 years. While his
experience defies that statistic by nearly
a factor of 10, another fun fact puts his
career in even greater perspective: David
has worked at the Forestry Commission
longer than almost half of the agency’s
employees have been alive.
A Forestry Technician I with the Edisto
Unit of the Commission’s 13-county
Coastal Region, David has spent his
entire career as a firefighter and “seen
it all,” he says. “I’ve been on every kind
of fire, big and small, and I’ve had the
privilege of traveling [to Minnesota,
Texas and Florida] to work with fire
crews in other states too.”
David says that while the basic work
of fighting fires hasn’t changed much
in all this time, the equipment and
technology is definitely a lot better.
Reflecting on his early days with the
Commission – he still remembers that
12

July 1, 1975 was his first day of work,
incidentally – he says his first tractor
was a John Deere 450-C, “which was
a nice tractor back in the day.” He
also had a 1974 single-axle Ford truck
that only had 100 miles on it when he
picked it up.
“The equipment we have these days
is so much better now. It’s like going
from a VW to a Lexus,” he says. “We
still have a long way to go, but when
you see what other states run, there’s
no comparison… absolutely no

comparison.”
As for the number of fires he’s worked
in his career, he hesitates to even make
a guess, but says, “I’ve been to my share
and plenty of others’ shares too. We
don’t go to near as many now as we used
to.” Back in the mid-1980s, he says he
remembers going from fire to fire all
the time. “We just have such a greater
population now, most of which live in
what used to be just woods. Since all
this development has happened, we
simply don’t have the number of fires

David is always ready to help when a need arises. Here he paints the entrance gate to Niederhof Forestry Center for
the Tree Farm Tour last November.
August 2015

that we used to, but when they get
bigger, they tend to be worse than they
used to.”
Another difference over time he notes is
[prescribed] burning, how it’s done and
the change it has brought about. “The
older generation would burn the woods
and everything else as just a yearly
thing. But then people stopped burning
[indiscriminately] as much, so there
were a lot more fuels on the ground.”
The biggest implication of that, he says,
is that controlled burning is so much
better now. “So many more people have
come to realize there’s a lot of value in
timber, and the burning that’s done
now takes that into account.”
The 2009 Horry County “Highway
31 Fire,” as it’s come to be known, was
easily the biggest and most destructive
fire David ever worked on. “That’s
something I hope never happens again,”
State Forester Gene Kodama chats with Forestry Technician I David Smith about his 40 years of service while
he says, “but the types of fires we get
down here in the Coastal Region can be presenting him his service certificate.
a lot different than those in other parts
statewide staff meeting, State Forester
producing state, and it is paramount
of the state.”
Gene Kodama said that David’s career
that we continue to have qualified
Indeed, the Coastal Region is
has spanned growth and change that
forest fire fighters and technicians like
distinguished somewhat from the other
only a rare few have experienced.
David. We appreciate his 40 years of
parts of the state by the types of fires it
“David has not only served the state
service and hope he continues with the
experiences. “One thing’s for sure,” he
in fire fighting and prevention all this
Commission for many more.”
says, “I learned early on down here to
time, but he also has worked with
David lives in Varnville with his wife of
always make sure you got a good cable
fire crews in Minnesota, Texas and
47 years, Kathleen.
to be able to pull yourself out.”
Florida,” he said. “We are a timberIn recognizing Smith at the last

Tree Jokes
How do trees access the
internet?
They log on.

What did the tree do when the bank
closed?
It started its own branch.
13
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Top Threats to US Forests are Conversion and Development
Top threats to US forests are
conversion/development, degradation
from pests and disease, natural disasters
such as wildfires and hurricanes, but
over-harvesting is not one of them,
finds American Forest Foundation study
based on Forest Service data
The American Forest Foundation’s
(AFF) recent report – Vanishing Pieces
of the Puzzle – based on data from the
U.S. Forest Service, highlights the most
significant threats to family-owned
forests, with one of the largest being
development pressures or converting
forests to non-forest uses, followed
closely by environmental threats that
degrade forests like insects, diseases,
and natural disasters like wildfires and
hurricanes. Ironically, these threats
can actually be addressed by increased
markets for sustainable wood, which
enable woodland owners to finance
practices that create forest resiliency.
“What most don’t realize is that
harvesting can be a vital sustainable
forestry practice, and helps restore
and sustain important forests – like
bottomland hardwoods,” said Tom
Martin, AFF President and CEO,
in a statement. “Land owners who
are active in the American Tree Farm
System, harvest to keep their forests
healthy, then sell to markets who want
sustainable wood, which enables them
to earn income to replant, restore and
keep their forests as forests – protecting
a vital carbon sink for all.”
“My family and I have owned and
worked our Tree Farm for nearly 30
years,” said Earl Barrs, certified Tree
Farmer in Georgia. “We manage more
than a dozen species of trees, but our

One of the largest threats to our forests is development pressures or converting forests to non-forest uses like the
construction of a warehouse facility.

bottomland hardwood forests are the
pride of our stands. Once or twice
in my lifetime, we will harvest small
sections of the low-grade trees in this
stand to allow needed sunlight in for
the quality trees to keep growing, which
helps the overall habitat. The markets
that call for sustainable, low-grade
wood like biomass allows Tree Farmers
like ourselves to have the income to
be stewards of the vital resources that
forests provide.”
The American Tree Farm System
(ATFS) is AFF’s signature program and
the largest sustainable family woodland
system in America, engaging more than
82,000 Tree Farmers in sustainable
forestry across 24 million acres. Tree
Farmers within the program have
sustainable management plans, engage
in best practices identified by their
state, participate in third-party audits,

and are certified to the standards of
sustainability.
“To tackle the most pressing threats
to America’s family forests, and aid
in restoration and maintenance
of important forest types like
bottomland hardwoods, we must
continue to encourage markets for
sustainably managed wood,” said
Martin. “Providing incentives for
sustainable land management ensures
we have stewards of the land that are
keeping biodiversity in the forests and
safeguarding the benefits these forests
provide. Most importantly it helps
prevent conversion to non-forest uses.”
American Forest Foundation -Learn more at www.
forestfoundation.org.

Did You Know?
Every SC Forestry Commission Bulletin newsletter that has ever been issued is
printed and kept in notebooks in the I&E workroom. If you ever need to look
up any information from the past 20 years, it is at your fingertips.
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Clemson WU+D Secures Grant to Expand Use of Wood
Finding new markets for South
Carolina’s abundance of timber,
changing how commercial buildings are
constructed and keeping the state’s more
than 13 million acres of timberland
healthy is the focus of a $250,000 grant
awarded to Clemson’s Wood Utilization
+ Design Institute (WU+D).
The grant is part of $9 million
distributed by the United States
Department of Agriculture across 23
states to promote new technologies
and support new market opportunities
for wood energy and innovative wood
building materials, Agriculture Secretary
Tom Vilsack said in a news release.
The grant comes at a time when a
South Carolina State Law banning the
use of wood as structural material in
schools has been repealed and the state
is considering adopting more woodfriendly building codes.
“South Carolina has a large supply of
saw timber without markets and the
demand for pulpwood is growing. This
means our forestry industry is poised
to capitalize on changing state laws and
building codes. We also have the design
and manufacturing muscle to produce
sustainable wood-based solutions that
challenge conventional approaches to
commercial building,” said WU+D
director Pat Layton. Nationally
more than 70 percent of commercial
buildings can be built with wood
and still comply with local building
codes. But wood is forgotten in favor
of steel and concrete when it comes to
commercial construction.
WU+D and its partners hope to
educate owners, designers, engineers
and builders about the viability of wood
construction materials in commercial
and midrise buildings and deliver
engineering, design and construction
expertise during the building process.
They will also work to bring new
industries to the state and find new
export markets for the state’s timber and
wood products.

The South Carolina forestry industry
has an economic impact of $17 billion
annually, employs approximately 90,000
and exports about $1.4 billion in forest
products, but the South Carolina
Forestry Commission believes there is
still plenty of room for growth.
“This USDA grant comes as the South
Carolina Forestry Commission and
its partners are working to grow the
industry from $17 billion to $20
billion and over 100,000 jobs by the
year 2015,” said State Forester Gene
Kodama “The state’s primary forestproduct manufacturing segment is
strong. This grant will help expand the
industry’s secondary higher value-added
manufacturing needs, extend the wood
value chain and increase job numbers
through new product development
without having to grow more timber.”
Private landowners own 88 percent
of South Carolina timberland and
produce 96 percent of the wood used
by its forest product mills. Research
shows that those landowners are holding
their timber for longer rotations and
managing their forests through thinning
to prevent overcrowding, disease and
insect infestation, and wildfires.
Cam Crawford, President of the South
Carolina Forestry Association, believes

NEWS

the grant will change the way the
state constructs buildings and how
landowners manage their timberlands.
“We will demonstrate for the state and
its various agency leadership the value
of wood products and the economic
impact they have on the state, and
South Carolina will see better forestmanagement practices and healthier
forests, including the state’s 600,000
acres of National Forest,” Crawford said.
http://newsstand.clemson.edu/
mediarelations/clemson-institutesecures-usda-grant-to-expand-use-ofwood/
For more information on Clemson’s
Wood Utilization + Design Institute,
visit: http://www.clemson.edu/centersinstitutes/wud/

Clemson’s Indigo Pine house is an example of innovative wood construction. Image Credit: Clemson University
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Summertime Love for the Tomato
When summertime arrives in the South, fresh home-grown tomatoes are one of the things that I look forward to most of all.
So, I decided to look into the history of my beloved fruit (or is it vegetable?).
The earliest reference to tomatoes being grown in British North America is from 1710, when herbalist William Salmon
reported seeing them in South Carolina. By the mid-18th century, they were cultivated on some Carolina plantations, and
probably in other parts of the Southeast as well.
This exotic berry belongs to the nightshade family, a mysterious family filled with toxic kinsfolk. Owing to their toxicity,
nightshades garner more fame as drugs than as foods. Nightshades contain alkaloids and potent belladonna causes deliriums
and hallucinations.
Belladonna (“beautiful woman” in Italian) derives from women who used deadly
nightshade to dilate their pupils for cosmetic effect. Atropine and the genus name for
deadly nightshade derive from Atropos, one of the three Fates who, according to Greek
mythology, chose how a person would die. That’s why people considered the tomato
poisonous. Yes, that Southern staple come summertime was greatly feared once. Eat
one of those juicy red things and you’ll die.
Thank heavens for one intrepid Northerner, Colonel Robert Gibbon Johnson of
Salem, New Jersey, for daring to eat the taboo tomato. The old colonel had brought
some tomatoes home from abroad in 1808. Each year he offered a prize yearly for the
largest fruit grown, but no one wanted to eat tomatoes, large or small. That’s when
Colonel Johnson manned up and risked his life so that you and I could enjoy tomato sandwiches, salads, and soup, among
other tomato treats. On September 26, 1820, Colonel Johnson stood on the steps of the Salem courthouse and ate an entire
basket of tomatoes without keeling over or suffering any ill effects. More than 2,000 people came to witness his public suicide.
The local firemen’s band played a dirge as a twisted tribute to the colonel’s self-destructive gastronomical ways. Imagine the
colonel’s joy at seeing how his stunt kicked North America’s love affair with the tomato into high gear. By 1842, farm journals
of the time were touting the tomato as ‘ the latest craze.’
Tomatoes are a fruit and part of the nightshade family, but they are served and prepared as a vegetable, which is why most
people consider them a vegetable and not a fruit. Botanical correctness mandates that you refer to the tomato as a fruit and
being pulpy with edible seeds classifies it as a berry.
In 1887, U.S. tariff laws that imposed a duty on vegetables, but not on fruits, caused the tomato’s status to become a matter
of legal importance. In 1893, an importer quite correctly claimed the tomato as a fruit. He did so, however, in a bit of
subterfuge to avoid vegetable import tariffs the United States imposed. This dispute went all the way to the Supreme Court
where it ruled for taxation purposes that the tomato be classified as a vegetable. The high court reasoned that the tomato was
primarily eaten in the manner of a vegetable rather than a fruit. The popular definition classifies vegetables by use, that they
are generally served with dinner and not dessert. The holding of this case applies only to the interpretation of the Tariff Act
and the court did not purport to reclassify the tomato for botanical or other purposes.
Well, whether it is a fruit or vegetable, thankfully the ‘craze’ is still with us. Go make a juicy tomato sandwich and enjoy your
summer!
[Information from Food Network and Food.com.]

Did You Know?
Tomatoes have been designated the state vegetable of New Jersey. Arkansas took both sides by declaring
the tomato both the state fruit and the state vegetable in the same law, citing both its culinary and
botanical classifications.
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Fire Weather Outlook
East of the Mississippi River there
has been an emergence of short term
drought areas in a mosaic pattern
across mainly the south Atlantic states.
Overall, fuel moistures remain above
critical thresholds with the 100hr and
smaller fuels showing more variability
given typical summertime heat and rain
patterns. Fire activity to date remains
well below average. While warmer
and drier than average precipitation
patterns have increased short term
potential, broader scale above average
fire potential is not expected. Still,
there could be periods of elevated
initial attack. In the Northeast, fuel
moistures were at or below the 90th
percentile across the majority of the
Eastern Area towards the end of June.
The wettest fuels were indicated across
the Mid-Mississippi and Ohio Valleys.
The late summer and early fall fire
season may begin later than normal
across the southern tier of the Eastern
Area if wetter than normal conditions
persist. A wetter and moist weather and
fuels environment persists in Texas and
Oklahoma.
Southern Area: Significant wildland
fire potential is expected to continue at
or below normal for the Southern Area
through the Outlook period.
The precipitation anomaly since last
month has evolved into a wetter west
and drier southeast pattern. With this
evolution, the emergence of short
term drought areas in a mosaic pattern

across the southeast is occurring.
Overall, fuel moistures remain above
critical thresholds with the smaller fuels
showing more variability given typical
summertime heat and rain patterns. A
wetter weather and fuels environment

activity is expected to be low for this
season, we will be entering a period
when some storm activity will be likely,
mainly for the eastern and Gulf coast
areas.

persists west of the Mississippi River.
While a wetter and cooler weather
environment is expected for a large area
of the South during the first half of
July, expect the last half of the month
to yield a return to a warmer and drier.
As the transition out of late summer
and into fall occurs, expect a gradual
increase in rain activity from the
continuing El Nino. Although tropical

Current Fire Numbers for South Carolina
MONTH AND YEAR TO DATE COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS 5 AND 10-YEAR AVERAGE
Time Period

		

				

JULY

			

Fires

Acres

Fires

Acres

5 Year Average 			

129

1,054.4

		

2,067

13,149.3

10 Year Average 		

134

861.4

		

2,365

15,982.3

Current FY¹

147

850.0

		

147

850.0

			

		

FISCAL YEAR

¹To date for current fiscal year
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Fun NEWS
Saginaw spruce, Tennessee maple
Sears and Roebuck, black diamond strings
Late at night he fans that fire
When he grabs a hold of that wood and wire
Song: “Wood and Wire”
Artist: George Jones
Album: The Rock: Stone Cold Country, 2001
Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDTUIVK9MNc

Can you think of a song with
tree- or forestry-related lyrics?
Let us know, and we’ll share it
with everyone.

FIA Coordinator Byron Rominger is the proud
grandfather of Hayden Lee Rominger born July 14
weighing 6.1 lbs. and 19 inches long. Congratulations
Byron!

Photo of the Week
Quote of the Month
Let us learn to appreciate
there will be times when
the trees will be bare,
and look forward to the
time when we may pick
the fruit.
Anton Chekhov

Forest Management Chief Russell Hubright came across this “Dr. Seuss-like tree” in
Chesterfield County just south of McBee while doing an EQIP needs check with Pee
Dee EQIP Forester Bob Ford.
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Please send in your
photos to Michelle
Johnson at mjohnson@
scfc.gov.
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20 Years of Bulletin Newsletters
What began as a simple text email/
fax has truly grown into “little books”
of information about our agency.
This month we have hit the 20-year
milestone of publishing the bulletin, so
we will take a look back at how it has
grown.
In 1995, it was decided that our
employees needed a more frequent
newsletter than the quarterly Tree
Country newspaper publication. Jeff
Baumann and Jennie Morris came up
with the idea of a weekly “Columbia
Bulletin News” to provide the field
with information on activities being
conducted by the Columbia Office
and to get the timely employee news
out through our UNISYS computer
network. Those offices not on UNISYS
could receive it by fax and share it
with employees in the office. The
Information & Education section would
handle the collection of information,
edit it, and send it out on every
Wednesday afternoon.
The agency’s first electronic bulletin
newsletter was issued Aug. 16, 1995
to field UNISYS stations and faxed
to offices with a fax machine. Gloria
Freeman was the collector of the news,
Jennie Morris edited it, and Gloria sent
it out by email and fax. Offices were
responsible for printing and circulating
it to employees.
At the time the publication was usually
one to two pages of text only with
timely information and announcements.
The bulletin began featuring news
from Information & Education, Forest
Management, Stewardship, Human
Resources, Insect & Disease, BMP,
Fire Management, Accounting, and
Purchasing. Job postings and news from
field offices were added later. In the first
year 46 bulletins were issued.
In August 1996, the bulletin was also
sent through internet email by Michelle
August 2015

Johnson to those employees and offices
that had it. More and more employees
started getting email, and in 1998 with
the retiring of the UNISYS system, the
last UNISYS bulletin was issued Aug.
5. The bulletin was then issued as a
Microsoft Word attachment and sent
through email. The SCFC network,
which provided email to most office
employees, was used to issue the bulletin
Oct. 14, 1998 to a growing list of
internal and external recipients.
The bulletin continued to grow,
featuring all aspects of the Commission,
and everyone was encouraged to send in
news. Foresters and forestry technicians
started receiving the bulletin by mail.
The first photos included in the
bulletin were sent as .jpg attachments
Feb. 24, 1999. The two photos were
of HQ employees that came to work
in the snow. In December 2001,
the collection and dissemination of
bulletin news was fully turned over to
Michelle Johnson. Full color headers
and photographs became regular in the
bulletin.
In 2008, many changes came to the
publication, which was previously
edited in Word. Publisher was used to
layout the news and photos into a more
conventional newsletter style. Fun facts,

employee spotlights, and a dedicated
history section were also added to make
the bulletin more interesting. Due
to budget issues, the bulletin was no
longer mailed out to employees, and the
quarterly Tree Country newsletter ended.
State Forester Gene Kodama became
the first state forester to use the bulletin
to address employees weekly in his
comments section. The final Publisher
file with text, graphics, and photos was
too large to email so the bulletin was
sent electronically as a PDF. It gradually
became a bi-weekly publication.
The bulletin received another major
facelift in October 2014. The
publication was created in InDesign
with a more magazine-like look. New
Communications & Public Information
Director Doug Wood brought some
new features and ideas to the newsletter
which was still sent out as a PDF file
and then as a link on the agency’s
website due to size limitations. In June
2015, it was decided that the bulletin
would go to a monthly publication
covering news and events, and timely
information could be shared over email.
Likewise, a best-of Tree Country edition
is published quarterly for our external
friends and partners.

Bulletin styles have changed since the first issue in August 1995.
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